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QUESTION 1

You are tasked with configuring a proxy tier for a WebLogic Server domain that has managed Coherence servers
configured. 

What must the Coherence cache configuration file include as part of this task? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. connection properties to enable push replication between two Coherence clusters connected over a WAN 

B. connection properties to enable Coherence*Extend clients to connect to the cluster via TCP/IP 

C. HTTP proxy server settings to enable Coherence caching on the web server tier 

D. network connection settings to enable Coherence caching on the client\\'s web browser 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/en/middleware/fusion-middleware/coherence/12.2.1.4/administer/ deploying-
coherence-applications.html#GUID-69C5C7E2-1F70-47FD-A127-73679DE3ADC0 

 

QUESTION 2

You are in the process of validating the architecture of a domain that will serve applications to automate 

various business activities for a large retailer. The applications rely heavily on JMS and you need to pay 

special attention to JMS storage. 

You argue in favor of JDBC-based storage rather than file storage. 

Your management has asked you to come up with a few key points about why this persistence option 

would be a better option in case of failure. 

Which two justifications would support your choice? (Choose two.) 

A. JDBC-based stores can be accessed by any client and usually do not reside on the machine that hosts the server. 

B. It is easier to recover data from a database rather than from a file. 

C. JDBC-based stores are the default choice when creating a new persistent store so it must be an Oracle-
recommended choice. 

D. JDBC-based stores offer better throughput than file stores. 

Correct Answer: CD 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/middleware/12212/wls/STORE/overview.htm 

 

QUESTION 3
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You are creating a Domain Template to simplify the process of deploying a domain across multiple hosts. 

Which five types of information can be included in a Domain Template? (Choose five.) 

A. domain configuration, those included in the config.xml file 

B. Java Enterprise Edition (Java EE) applications and shared libraries 

C. Windows and UNIX server start scripts 

D. Windows Start menu entries 

E. custom folders and files 

F. LDAP data 

G. JTA log 

H. e-mail notification settings 

Correct Answer: ABCDE 

A: config.xml and any JDBC and JMS resources defined in config.xml are not displayed in the Current Template View
pane by default because the Domain Template Builder automatically includes them in the template when creating the
template. 

B: The Add or Omit Applications screen is displayed only if applications are included in the template or domain that you
selected. 

C: When you are creating a template, you want the scripts and files that you are packaging with your template to be free
of local domain environment settings and ready for use by the Configuration Wizard. The Domain Template Builder
automatically updates any standard scripts included in a template (such as start scripts) by replacing hard-coded values
for various domain environment settings with replacement variables. 

D: The Specify Start Menu Entries screen prompts you to create items to be added to the Windows Start menu. 

E: By default, the Domain Template Builder includes files from the WebLogic domain or template you specified as the
source for the new template. If you selected a domain as the source for your new template, some files and directories
are included automatically. 

Reference: http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E21764_01/web.1111/e14139/tempbuild.htm#WLDTB110 

 

QUESTION 4

You are concerned with messages being received systematically. You designed Message-Driven beans (MDB) to
guarantee the most reliable way to consume messages. 

In which three scenarios would JMS always redeliver a message? (Choose three.) 

A. when the onMessaqe() method of the MDB throws a Java error 

B. when the transaction the MDB participates in eventually fails and rolls back 

C. when the onMessage() method fails to acknowledge the reception of the message 
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D. when messages are not being sent as part of a transaction 

E. when messages are non-persistent 

Correct Answer: BCD 

An MDB pool processes each message at least once. Potentially, a message can be process more than once: 

* 

If an application fails, a transaction rolls back, or the hosting server instance fail during or after the onMessage() method
completes but before the message is acknowledged or committed, the message will be redelivered and processed
again. 

* 

Non-persistent messages are also redelivered in the case of failure, except for the case where the message\\'s host
JMS server shuts down or crashes, in which case the messages are destroyed. 

To ensure that a message is processed exactly once, use container-managed transactions so that failures cause
transactional MDB work to rollback and force the message to be redelivered. 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E13222_01/wls/docs81/ejb/message_beans.html 

 

QUESTION 5

Your domain is experiencing some intermittent problems that you are not able to figure out on your own. You have
opened a case with Oracle Support to help you figure out the problem. The support engineer would like to use the
WebLogic Diagnostic Framework (WLDF) to obtain an overall view of your WebLogic Server environment to try to
narrow the problem to a particular subsystem. 

What WLDF data does the support engineer request from you? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Diagnostic image snapshot 

B. Java Flight Recording of the JVM 

C. Instrumentation log 

D. Specific harvested metrics 

Correct Answer: A 

Diagnostic Image Capture gathers the most common sources of the key server state used in diagnosing problems. It
packages that state into a single artifact, the Diagnostic Image. 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/middleware/1212/core/ASADM/diagnostics.htm#ASADM11145 
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